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HONEYBEE’S CROSSING BRACELET
BY MICHELE KLOUS
www.etsy.com/shop/manystitchesintime

Make this fun fiery sun project with Paisley duo, Gemduo beads as well as the new Cymbal Silky side bead
Kardiani and the Cymbal Silky end Fero.
Skill Level: Intermediate and up
Techniques to know: Peyote stitch and zip-up, working with two-holed beads, ending/adding thread.
MATERIALS:
22-26 pcs. – Ginko
22-28 pcs. – Honeycomb
7-8 pcs. – Silky bead
6-8 pcs. – Panormos Silky Cymbal Substitute
26-28 pcs. – Swarovski 3mm Bicone (5328)
1.20 grams – Miyuki 11/0 Seed bead
.25 grams – Miyuki 11/0 Delica bead

1.55 grams – Miyuki 15/0 Seed bead (15A)
1.65 grams – Miyuki 15/0 Seed bead (15B)
2 pcs. - Jump rings
Clasp of choice
4-4.5 yards of 6lb. Fireline
2-#12 beading needle
Pliers to open jump rings
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DESIGNER TIP
Check all holes of any multi-holed beads to make sure they are clear before use. I check mine with a
bead reamer before I start, but you can check each before you add them, you will be upset if you find a
hole is missing in the last steps! I also recommend you hold your work for better tension.
NOTE: All Ginko, Silky (and or Silky Substitutes) and Honeycomb beads will be picked up face up and
in a vertical direction through the entire tutorial as diagramed.
FIRST SET - (FIGURE 1)
1. Place 1 needle on each end of approximately 4 to 4.5 yards of thread. With one needle, pick up
1-Kalivia, 2-11/0, 1-Honeycomb, 1-11/0 and 1-Silky (face up through the right side). Push them to
the middle of the thread.
2. With the second needle, pick up 2-11/0, 1-Honeycomb and 1-11/0 then sew into the left side of
the Silky bead you picked up with the other needle. Slide them down to the Kalivia and re-center
them on the thread between the needles.
FINISHING THE CENTER STRIP - (FIGURE 2)
3. Exiting the center Silky, using only one needle, pick up 1-11/0, 1-Honeycomb, 1-11/0 and 1-Silky
(face up through the right side), then push them down to the other Silky. If you are using Cymbal
Silky Bead Substitutes, pick one up in place of the Silky.
4. With the second needle pick up 1-11/0, 1-Honeycomb and 1-11/0, then, sew into the Silky that
you just picked up with the other needle.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 picking up the amount of Honeycombs and Silky beads you need ending
with the Honeycomb on each needle. Be sure to alternate Cymbal Silky Bead Substitutes if you
are using them.
Sizing information: Pick up a total of 10 more Honeycombs (12 total) on each side for a bracelet
of 6 inches in length before the clasp or 13 more Honeycombs (13 total) for a bracelet of 6.5
inches in length before the clasp. Measure your clasp length before you decide how many
Honeycombs you need. The work will shrink when you continue adding the other beads, so you
won’t get a good estimate by testing it on your wrist before continuing.
6. After you have the amount of Honeycombs you need you have to put the other ending on. With
one needle, pick up 2-11/0 and the other Kalivia, then push them down to the last Honeycomb.
With the other needle, pick up 2-11/0 and push them down to the others. Lastly, sew into the
other side of the Kalivia so the thread will have crisscrossed. Turn Work!
REINFORCE THE CENTER ROWS - (FIGURE 3)
7. Starting with one thread exiting one side of the Kalivia and the other exiting out the other side,
sew through all the beads again with the corresponding needles. Take care to keep tension in the
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pieces as snug as you can. Don’t leave large thread gaps between the beads. It may be a little
floppy and loose, but it will tighten up in the rest of the steps. Exit out the Kalivia by crisscrossing
through it like to opposite sides like before. Turn your Work!
ADDING THE PICOTS OVER THE CENTER SILKY BEADS- (FIGURE 4)
8. (PREP STEP) Starting at the Kalivia sew into the 2-11/0, into the Honeycomb and exit out the
1-11/0 before the first Silky. Repeat on the other side. (Prep)
9. Starting after the 11A before the Silky, with one needle, pick up 1-15A, 1-11/0 and 1-15A then
sew into the next 11A, Honeycomb, and 11/0, before the next Silky. Let’s call these Picots. (Line
A)
10. Repeat step 9 on the opposite side with the other needle.
ADDING THE REST OF THE PICOTS OVER THE SILKY BEADS- (FIGURE 5)
11. After you exit out the Honeycomb, continue sewing through the 2-11/0, into the Kalivia and exit
out the first 11/0 after the Kalivia on the other side. Repeat with the other needle. Turn Work!
Tip: You can do a few sets on each side, instead of switching after each so you aren’t constantly
picking up and putting down a needle causing confusion or tangles.
12. After you exit out the Honeycomb, continue sewing through the 2-11/0, into the Kalivia and exit
out the first 11/0 after the Kalivia on the other side. Repeat with the other needle. Turn Work!
ADDING THE END 11/0 OVER THE HONEYCOMBS - (FIGURE 6)
13. Exiting the first 11/0, pick up 3-11/0, then sew into the empty upper hole of the next
Honeycomb.
14. Repeat step 13 with the other needle. Turn Work!
ADDING THE GINKO BEADS - (FIGURE 7)
15. Exiting out the first Honeycomb, pick up 1-15A, 1-Ginko (face-up through the right side), 2-15A,
1-11/0 and 2-15A, then sew down into the left side of the same Ginko. Exiting the lower hole of
the Ginko pick up 1-15A, then, sew into the into the empty upper hole of the next Honeycomb.
16. Repeat step 15 with the other needle. Turn Work!
ADDING THE END 11/0 OVER THE OTHER ENDS HONEYCOMBS - (FIGURE 8)
17. Exiting the next Honeycomb, repeat steps 15 and 16 by placing the Ginkos and seed beads
down both sides, between all the Honeycombs until you exit out the last Honeycomb.
18. Exiting the last Honeycomb, pick up 3-11/0, then sew into the second 11/0 and out the other
side of the Kalivia.
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19. Repeat with the other needle. Turn Work!
ADDING THE 11/0 BEADS BELOW THE GINKOS CONNECTED TO THE PICOTS - (FIGURE 9)
20. Exiting out the Kalivia, sew down into the first 11/0, the 3-11/0 that you added in step 8a and
then, into the upper hole of the next Honeycomb. Exiting the Honeycomb, pick up 2-15B, then,
sew into the 11/0 picot point over the Silky below. Exiting the 11/0, pick up another 2-15B,
then, sew into and exit out the next Honeycomb.
21. Continue picking up 2-15B, sewing into the 11/0 picot, picking up another 2-15B and then
sewing into the Honeycomb all the way down this side. End exiting out the last Honeycomb.
22. Repeat step 20 - 21 down the other side.
23. Exiting out the last Honeycomb, sew into the 3-11/0 then, up into the 1-11/0 before the Kalivia.
Pick up 1-15B, then sew into and exit out the other side of the Kalivia. Repeat with the other
needle. Turn your work!
ADDING CRISSCROSS PART ONE FOR ODD COUNT HONEYCOMB ONLY! - (FIGURE 10A ODD)
24. Exiting the Kalivia, sew into the 15B, and the 3-11/0 attached to the Honeycomb but, NOT into
the Honeycomb. Do this with both needles. (Prep)
25. Exiting the third 11/0, pick up 2-15B, 1-Bicone and 3-15A, then, sew into the 2-15A,1-11/0 and
2-15A over the Ginko. (Line A)
26. Exiting the last 15A over the Ginko, pick up 2-15A, 1-Bicone and 4-15B, then, sew across the
open space between the Ginkos, into the 2-15B, picot 11 and the 2-15B after the 11 below, the
next Ginko. (Line B)
27. Exiting the second 15B, pick up 4-15B, 1-Bicone and 2-15A, then, sew into the 2-15A,1-11/0 and
2-15A over the Ginko. (Line C)
28. Repeat steps 26 and 27 to the end and exiting out the last 15A over the last Ginko. (Line D)
(not shown in Figure 10A Odd)
29. Exiting the last 15A over the Ginko, pick up 3-15A, 1-Bicone and 2-15B, then, sew across the pace
into the 3-11/0 on top of the Honeycomb. Exiting the last 11/0, pickup 1-15B and sew into and
out the other side of the Kalivia. (Line E)
30. Repeat steps 24 - 29 on the other side with the other needle. (Line F)
ADDING CRISSCROSS PART ONE FOR EVEN COUNT HONEYCOMB ONLY! - (FIGURE 10A EVEN)
31. Repeat the prep step as well as steps 24 the same as the odd. (Prep and Line A)
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32. Repeat 26 and 27 the same as the odd but you will end on step 26, exiting out the second 15A,
below the Ginko. (Line B and Line C)
33. Repeat steps 26 and 27 to the end and exiting out the last 15A over the last Ginko. (Line D)
34. Exiting, the last 15B below the Ginko, pick up 4-15B, 1-Bicone and 2-15A, then, sew into the 3-11
op top of the Honeycomb. Exiting the last 11/0 pickup 1-15B and sew into and out the other side
of the Kalivia. (Line E)
35. Repeat all of step with the other needle. (Line F)
ADDING CRISSCROSS PART TWO FOR ODD COUNT HONEYCOMB ONLY! - (FIGURE 11A ODD)
36. Starting at the Kalivia, sew through the 1-15B, the 3-11 over the Honeycomb, 2-15B and exit out the
Bicone. (Prep)
37. Figure 11A - Odd ONLY! Exiting the Bicone, pick up 4-15B, then, sew down across the space, into
the 2-15B, picot 11 and the 2-15B after the picot 11 (below the next Ginko). (Line A)
38. Exiting the 2nd 15B below the Ginko, pick up 4-15B, then, sew up into the bottom of the Bicone
(like green arrow), so your heading toward the outer edge, NOT the top to middle or it will twist
it in an awkward direction and eventually cause thread wear and breakage. Exit before the 1st
15A past the Bicone. (Line B)
39. Exiting the Bicone, pick up 2-15A, then sew into the 2-15A, 1-11 and 2-15A over the Ginko. Use
your needle to straighten the Bicone before pulling thread snug. (Line C)
40. Exiting the 2nd 15A over the Ginko, pick up 2-15A, then, sew down into the top of the Bicone
(opposite of green arrow) to exit out the bottom toward the middle of the work (Line D).
41. Exiting the Bicone, pick up 4-15B, then sew into the 2-15B, picot 11 and the 2-15B after the picot
11 (below the next Ginko). (Line E)
42. Repeat Steps 11b, 11c, 11d and 11e to the last 15B below the Ginko. (Line F)
43. Exiting the last 15B below the Ginko, pick up 4-15B, then sew into the top of the Bicone, so your
needle is going toward the Kalivia. Keep sewing into the 2-15B, the 3-11/0, the 1-15B and out the
other side of the Kalivia. (Line G)
44. Repeat all of step 11 for the odd side with the other needle.
ADDING CRISSCROSS PART TWO FOR ODD COUNT HONEYCOMB ONLY! - (FIGURE 11B EVEN)
45. Same as Odd. (Prep)
46. Even ONLY! Exiting the Bicone, pick up 3-15A, then sew into the 2-15A, 1-11 and the 2-15A over the
Ginko. (Line A)
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47. Exiting the 2nd 15A over the Ginko, pick up 2-15A, then, sew down into the top of the Bicone
(look at green arrow in Fig.11A) to exit out the bottom toward the middle of the work. (Line B)
48. Exiting the Bicone, pick up 4-15B, then sew into the 2-15B, picot 11 and the 2-15B after the picot
11 (below the next Ginko). (Line C)
49. Exiting the 2nd 15B below the Ginko, pick up 4-15B, then, sew up into the bottom of the Bicone
so your heading toward the outer edge, NOT the top to middle or it will twist it in an awkward
direction and eventually cause thread wear and breakage. Exit before the 1st 15A past the
Bicone. (Line D)
50. Exiting the Bicone, pick up 2-15A, then sew into the 2-15A, 1-11 and 2-15A over the Ginko. (Line E)
51. Repeat Steps 46 - 49 to the last 15B below the Ginko. (not shown in Figure 11A Even) (Line F)
52. Exiting the last 15B below the Ginko, pick up 4-15B, then sew into the top of the Bicone, so your
needle is going toward the center. Keep sewing into the 2-15B, the 3-11/0, the 1-15B and out the
other side of the Kalivia. (Line G)
53. Repeat all of Steps 44-51 for the other side with the other needle. (Line H)
ADDING THE DELICAS ON THE OUTER ROUND- (FIGURE 12)
54. Exiting the Kalivia, sew through the 15/0 and 11/0 seed beads on the outer edge over the
Honeycomb and the Ginko to exit out the last 15B in the empty space over the Bicone.
Pick up 1-11 Delica, then sew across the space into the 4-15B, 1-11/0 and 4-15B.
55. Exiting the last 15B over the second Ginko pick up another 1-11 Delica, then sew into the next
set of 4-15B, 11/0 and 4-15B.
56. Repeat Step 54 all the way to exit out the last set and continue through the outer seed beads
and exit out the Kalivia on the other side.
57. With both needles, sew down into the 2-11, through the lower hole of the first Honeycomb, into
the center row and tie half hitch knots where I have marked the blue arrows. After the last knot
is tied, sew into a few beads, then cut the thread.
58. Repeat all of step 53 - 56 with the other needle.
59. Open the Jumprings, put them on both ends with the clasp and you’re Done!
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Michele has a background in graphic arts where she learned all about
color. She also worked outdoors for many years in her youth which
inspired her to use rich and vibrant color schemes. After an injury some
years ago, Michele I went to a fair and saw beadwork for the first time.
That was all it took … she was hooked! She decided that she had to
learn everything there was to know about beadwork including knitting
and crocheting with beads. Since that day Michele was aspired to
create, teach and share her own beaded creations.
You can find more of Michele’s beautiful designs in her etsy shop www.etsy.com/shop/manystitchesintime.
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